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Introduction

In this report we will be looking at repeat visitors to Britain, to understand what 
proportion of visitors are repeaters, what their characteristics are, and asking the 
question of what their long-term value to Britain is. Increasingly, tourism is becoming 
more and more competitive and diverse, making it potentially harder to encourage 
repeat visits when there are so many potential destinations to visit.

In 2015, VisitBritain sponsored questions on the International Passenger Survey to 
understand how many visitors had come to Britain before in the last ten years, and if so, 
how many times they had visited during that period, and for what purpose.

This was a repeat of a question asked in 2009, on whether this was a first or repeat visit 
to the UK, so in some instances we can compare 2009 and 2015 results. However, the 
2015 questions go into more depth, so for the most part we will be focussing on 2015 
results.
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In summary
• A high proportion (77%) of visits to the UK are repeat visits, which is similar to 2009 

(74%).
• Repeat visitors spent £14bn in the UK in 2015.
• Business visits are most likely to be repeat visits (91%), followed by visits to see 

friends or relatives (85%) and 63% of holiday visits were repeat trips.
• Certain markets are more likely to make repeat visits:

– Neighbouring European markets are likely to repeat visits; Irish Republic (91%), 
Iceland (83%), Norway (82%) and Belgium (79%) have the highest proportion.

– Outside of Europe, some Gulf markets and South Africa have a high likelihood 
to make repeat visits.

• London attracts a high proportion of travellers to the UK, and among holiday visitors 
staying in one region/nation only, 71% of first-time and 70% of repeat visits.

– Wales attracts a higher proportion of repeat visits than first-timers, with 79% of 
repeat visitors in 2015 staying in regional England.

– Scotland welcomed 44% of the UK’s first-time visits in 2015. This region has a 
higher proportion of first-time visits than repeat visits.
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Repeat visits overview
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Frequency of first-time and repeat visits

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015 & 2009
Base: All visits excluding UK nationals (expats) 2015: n=39,420, 2009: n=46,757

In 2015, 77% of visits to Britain were repeat visits, meaning that the visitor had previously travelled to Britain 
within the past ten years. This is a high proportion of repeat visits, but encompasses all journey purposes. This 
proportion of repeat visits is similar to 2009 with 74%, meaning that Britain is still receiving more first-time (or 
lapsed) and repeat visits year on year.
We are able to look into the different journey purposes, UK regions visited and other aspects to help us 
understand in greater detail who First-time and Repeat visitors are. 

First Time

Repeat

2015

23%

77%

2009

26%

74%
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The value of repeat visits

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: First-time visits n=7,721, Repeat visits n=27,983.
*Value of repeat visits excludes UK nationals (expats) and allocates any ‘Don’t know’ responses proportionately.

In 2015, repeat visitors spent £14 billion in the UK out of a total of
£23.8bn. 
On average, visitors have made 8.8 trips to the UK in the past 10 years. 
Visitors spent £648 on average in 2015* and this equates to a ten year value 
of £5,728 per visitor.

£14.0

£5.2
£4.3

£2.8

Total Holiday Business VFR

2015 value of repeat visits (£ bn) 
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Who are First-time and Repeat visitors?

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: First-time visits n=7,721, Repeat visits n=27,983 (excludes UK nationals (expats))

First-time visitors are more likely to visit during the spring and summer than repeaters, and holiday is the key 
purpose. First time visits are likely to be lower value per night (£75) than Repeat visits, but have a longer duration and 
consequently a higher average spend per visit. First-time visits over-index from the USA and France.
Repeat visitors are similarly likely to be visiting for a holiday, business or VFR as journey purpose is spread more 
evenly compared to first-timers. Repeat visits are more likely to fly to Britain and have a higher spend per night.

First-time
visits

Quarter visited

18%

31%

30%

21%

Jan-Mar

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep

Oct-Dec

Purpose (%)

Holiday Business
VFR Misc

65
16

10 9

Mode (%)

Air Sea

Tunnel

68
14

18

Averages

Nights 
per visit 8.9

Spend 
per 
night 

£75

Spend 
per visit £668

Source Market

12%

12%

9%

6%

6%

Repeat
 visits

22%

26%

28%

24%

Jan-Mar

Apr-Jun

Jul-Sep

Oct-Dec
Holiday Business
VFR Misc

33

31

27

8

Air Sea

Tunnel

74

14
12

Nights 
per visit 6.6

Spend 
per 
night 

£93

Spend 
per visit £611

10%

9%

9%

9%

6%
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Repeat visits by journey 
purpose
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Frequency of repeat visits by purpose

Source: International Passenger Survey 2009 & 2015
Base: All visits excluding UK nationals (expats) 2015: Holiday n=14,787, Business n=9,800, VFR n=9,311 
2009: Holiday n=16,735, Business n=9,547 VFR n=10,159

Business visits are most likely to be repeats, with 91% of business visits in 2015 a repeat trip to Britain. This is a 
slight decrease on 2009 of 1%.
Visits to friends or relatives (VFR) also have a high likelihood to be repeated, as 85% of VFR visits in 2015 were not 
for the first time.
Holiday visits are less likely to be repeated, which is unsurprising due to the great freedom of choice in destinations 
available for leisure travel, and without incentives such as to visit family, friends or for business.
In 2015, 63% of holiday trips were a repeat visit to Britain, and this is a slight increase on 2009, when 60% of holiday 
visits were a repeat. However, holiday visits are the biggest inbound journey purpose, and are higher spending than 
VFR, so encouraging repeat visits of this nature would be beneficial.

Repeat
Visit

First-time
Visit

2015

37%
9% 15%

63%
91% 85%

Holiday Business VFR

2009

40%
8% 19%

60%
92% 81%

Holiday Business VFR
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Repeat visits by journey purpose and market

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: All visits excluding UK nationals (expats) Germany n=3,354, Australia n=1,387, France n=3,036, USA 
n=4,585, India n=608, China n=301

Across all markets, holiday visits are least likely to be repeat visits, whereas business and VFR trips have a higher 
repetition, understandably.
Only a third of holiday visits from India were repeated in 2015 and just under a third were repeated visits from China. 
The figure was closer to two thirds for Germany and Australia, whereas it was 59% and 58% for the USA and France
respectively.
Business visits are the most likely to be repeated, with over 90% from Germany, Australia and France.

62% 62% 58% 59%

33%
29%

92% 93% 91% 87%

72%
66%

88% 87% 89%
84%

66%
57%

Germany Australia France USA India China

% Repeat visits by journey purpose
Holiday Business VFR
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Reasons for previously visiting Britain
Amongst Repeat visitors only

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Those who have previously visited Britain, excluding expats; Holiday 
n=8,708, Business n=8,334, VFR n=7,322

Those who previously visited Britain for a 
holiday, are most likely to be taking a 
repeat holiday trip (69%). However, journey 
purpose is a bit more diverse for this group, 
and 12% are now visiting friends and 
relatives, and 5% for business.
There is a large proportion of business
travellers who have only travelled to Britain 
for work, and perhaps do not see Britain as 
a leisure destination also. The majority 
(89%) of repeat business visits in 2015 were 
for the same reason, with just 6% now 
visiting for a holiday, and 3% for VFR.
Previous VFR visits were also more likely 
(84%) to be repeated for the same reason. 
However, there is slightly more overlap with 
other journey purposes, as 11% of previous 
VFR visits were repeated for holiday. This 
journey purpose has the lowest overlap with 
business, at just 1%.

Previous visit 
journey purpose

Holiday

Business

VFR

Reason for current
visit to Britain

Holiday
VFR
Business
Study
Other

69%12%

5%

2% 11%

6% 3%

89
%

2%
Total spend of 
previous Business 
visits, returning  for 
a holiday = 
£191 million (2015 
total)

11%

84
%

1%
1% 4%

Total spend of 
previous VFR visits, 
returning  for a 
holiday = 
£162 million (2015 
total)
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Seasonality

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Visits excluding UK nationals (expats) Holiday: First Timers n=4,453, Repeaters n=8,708, Business: 
First-timers n=796, Repeaters n=8,334, VFR First-timers n=1,175, Repeaters n=7,322

Visits to Britain are generally more likely to be during the warmer months of April to September, and this is 
especially true for holiday visits. First-timer holiday visits have a higher propensity to visit during this time (65% 
versus 61% of Holiday Repeaters). There is more seasonal spread amongst Holiday Repeaters as they are more 
likely to visit during the last quarter of the year than First-timers. 
Business visits are spread more evenly through the seasons, however First-time Business visits are most likely to 
be in Q2 or Q4, whilst Repeat Business visits are more likely to occur in Q1, Q2 or Q4.
VFR visits are spread quite evenly for First-time visits, however there is a higher proportion of visits during summer 
(29% in July to September) amongst Repeat visits, so this is a slightly different story to Business and Holiday 
visits.

Oct - Dec

Jul - Sep

Apr - Jun

Jan - Mar

Holiday

17% 18%

33% 29%

32% 32%

19% 21%

First-timers Repeater

Business

20% 26%

29% 26%

22% 23%

29% 26%

First-timers Repeater

VFR

24% 22%

28% 24%

26% 29%

23% 24%

First-timers Repeater
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Duration of stay

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Visits excluding UK nationals (expats) Holiday: First Timers n=4,453, Repeaters n=8,708, Business: 
First-timers n=796, Repeaters n=8,334, VFR First-timers n=1,175, Repeaters n=7,322

First-time holiday visits to Britain are most likely to last for a period between 4-7 nights, whilst Repeaters are more 
evenly spread between 1-3 and 4-7 nights. However, there is also a higher proportion of Repeaters who stay for 
longer than 8 nights, and the average length of stay for Repeat visits is slightly longer. Whilst First-time visitors are 
likely to stay for a traditional long weekend or week-long break, Repeat visitors seem more likely to opt for a 
shorter break or an extended stay in comparison. Business visits vary greatly in length, with First-time visits 
lasting on average 8.4 days. This contrasts with the average length of a Repeat business visit, at 3.7 days, with the 
majority (62%) of these visits sitting within the 1-3 night duration. VFR visits are generally longer in duration too, 
with almost a quarter under 3 days. First-time VFR visits are also likely to be longer (12.2 days v 9.1 for Repeat) 
which reinforces the theory, that like business trips, a First-time visit to Britain might be combined with leisure 
activities but repeat visits are likely to be shorter and perhaps more functional.

15+ nights

8-14 nights

4-7 nights

1-3 nights

Nil nights

Holiday
Av. 

number of 
nights

6.0 6.1

4% 3%

33% 39%

44% 37%

14% 15%
5% 6%

First-timers Repeater

Business

8.4 3.7

7% 11%

45%
62%

29%

20%9%
5%10% 3%

First-timers Repeater

VFR

12.2 9.1

1% 1%
24% 31%

36%
37%

21%
18%

18% 13%

First-timers Repeater
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Journey purpose visit frequency and value

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: All visits excluding UK nationals (expats): Holiday n=14,787, Business n=9,800, VFR n=9,311

Business visits were most likely to be a repeated trip 
in 2015, and the average number of visits in the past 
10 years is 14.3- the highest of all journey purposes. 
This makes this journey purpose the most valuable, 
with a ten year value of £8,989.
On average, VFR trips have a relatively high 
proportion of repeat visitors with 85%. Although 
average number of visits in ten years is 9.3 this 
journey purpose generates a lower average spend 
per visit (£448) which produces a lower ten year 
value of £4,166 (but not the lowest).
Holiday visits were the least likely to be a repeat trip 
in 2015, and the average number of visits is lower at 
5.4. However, this journey purpose has the highest 
average spend per visit with £653, but the lowest ten 
year value with £3,521 due to the low number of 
visits. Encouraging more holiday visits to be 
repeated would increase the ten year value of this 
journey purpose; however, could be challenging 
given the diverse array of holiday destinations on 
offer.

Journey 
Purpose

Proportion 
of repeat 
visitors

Average 
number of 

visits in 
past 10 
years

Average 
Spend per 
visit 2015 

(£)
Ten year 
value (£)

Holiday 63% 5.4 £653 £3,521

Business 91% 14.3 £628 £8,989

VFR 85% 9.3 £448 £4,166
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Spending habits

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: All visits excluding UK nationals (expats) Holiday First-time n=4,453, Repeat n=8,708, Business First-
time n=796, Repeat n=8,334, VFR First-time n=1,175, Repeat n=7,322

Repeat holiday and VFR visits are 
likely to be higher spend, both for the 
overall visit, but also on a per-night 
basis. On average a repeat holiday 
visit is worth 21% more, and repeat 
VFR trip worth 9% more than a first-
time visit.
Conversely, repeat visits for business
are likely to be lower spend than a first-
time visit. This is because they are 
likely to be a lot shorter in length on 
average, as spend per night is actually 
61% higher for repeat business visits. 
The reduction in average length of 
business trips could be due to a first-
time trip being treated more as a 
holiday, with add on days for leisure 
activities, whereas subsequent trips 
may be more functional.
The increase in average length, and 
average spend per night and visit for 
repeat holiday visits provides reason to 
encourage repeat visits where 
possible.

% growth vs 
First Timers

£94 £98 
£34 

£112 £158 
£49 

Holiday Business VFR

Average Spend per Night (£)

First-time Repeat

20% 61%
47%

£564 

£818 

£411 

£682 
£588 

£449 

Holiday Business VFR

Average Spend per Visit (£)

21%
-28%

9%
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Repeat visits by market
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Europe
Holiday visits

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Holiday visits excluding UK nationals (expats) n=14,787
Ten year value calculated by average number of visits x average spend 2015 

Likelihood of visiting Britain multiple times is higher 
from our neighbouring European markets, 
understandably, due to greater ease and affordability 
of travelling to Britain.
Some of Britain’s closest neighbours, including the 
Irish Republic, Iceland, Norway and Belgium have a 
high proportion of repeat holiday visitors. Only 58% of 
visits from France in 2015 were repeat visits, meaning 
that the potential for attracting new visitors to Britain 
from France is still large, as is the potential to 
encourage repeat visitors.
The Irish Republic and Malta have the highest number 
of average visits (11.3 and 8.1 respectively) however 
average spend per visit is highest for Russia at £879 
per visit, well above the average for Europe.
In terms of ten year value Malta is Britain’s most 
valuable market per visitor in this region, followed by 
Switzerland, Russia and Norway as they each all have 
higher average spend per visit.

* Base size less than 50

Market

Proportion 
of repeat 
visitors

Average 
number of 

visits in 
past 10 
years

Average 
Spend 

per visit 
2015 (£)

Ten year 
value (£)

Irish Republic 91% 11.3 £361 £4,080
Malta* 92% 8.1 £603 £4,910
Iceland 83% 6.3 £577 £3,609
Norway 82% 7 £602 £4,196
Belgium 79% 8 £353 £2,831
Sweden 79% 6.3 £522 £3,271
Denmark* 79% 6.2 £505 £3,140
Switzerland 78% 6.7 £708 £4,727
Finland 77% 6.6 £572 £3,792
Netherlands 76% 6.9 £429 £2,977
Russia* 72% 4.9 £879 £4,261
Austria 63% 4.3 £667 £2,876
Greece 62% 6.7 £517 £3,488
Germany 62% 5.1 £485 £2,476
Hungary 62% 5 £314 £1,557
Spain 62% 4.6 £464 £2,156
Italy 59% 4.5 £477 £2,161
France 58% 5 £327 £1,651
Portugal 57% 3.9 £396 £1,564
Romania 47% 3.7 £520 £1,925
Poland 47% 3.6 £328 £1,166
Czech 
Republic 45% 3.3 £344 £1,130
Slovakia* 41% 3.4 £656 £2,255

EUROPE 
AVERAGE 67% 5.9 £466 £2,742
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Americas
Holiday visits

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Holiday visits excluding UK nationals (expats) n=14,787
Ten year value calculated by average number of visits x average spend 2015 

Visitors from the USA and Canada are most likely to 
have visited Britain before, with an average number of 
visits over ten years at 4.2 and 4.5 respectively. 
Average spend per visit for these two markets is also 
high, meaning that retaining these markets as repeat 
visitors would be advantageous to Britain’s economy.
Outside of North America, Mexico and Brazil have 
the next highest proportion of repeat visits, 35% and 
36% respectively. Argentina has the highest average 
spend (£679) per visit of these three South American 
markets and Mexico the lowest.
When looking at the ten-year value, due to the higher 
propensity to repeat visit, and high average spend, 
USA and Canada have the largest ten-year value of 
the Americas.

Market

Proportion 
of repeat 
visitors

Average 
number of 

visits in 
past 10 
years

Average 
Spend per 
visit 2015 

(£)
Ten year 
value (£)

Canada 60% 4.5 £811 £3,667

USA 59% 4.2 £861 £3,651

Brazil 36% 2.6 £633 £1,645
Mexico 35% 2.3 £484 £1,137

Argentina 18% 1.6 £679 £1,092

AVERAGE 
AMERICAS 42% 3.9 £805 £3,124
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Rest of World
Holiday visits

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Holiday visits excluding UK nationals (expats) n=14,787
Ten year value calculated by average number of visits x average spend 2015 

Several markets in this region have a high likelihood to 
make repeat visits to Britain, and also more likely to be 
higher spenders, compared to other markets around 
the globe, making them increasingly valuable to UK 
inbound tourism.
The highest spending markets on average, are Saudi 
Arabia (£3,351 per visit), Kuwait (£2,757) and Qatar 
(£2,519), reinforcing the potential benefit for 
encouraging both repeat visits from these markets, but 
also ensuring that new, first-time visitors are welcomed 
too.
Just 22% of visits from South Korea were repeat, 
which means that over three quarters were first-time 
visitors to Britain, and highlighting that South Korea is 
still a growing market.
In terms of ten year value, the Gulf region has the 
most valuable markets, with Qatar, Saudi Arabia and 
Kuwait top. Qatar has a ten year value of over 
£30,137, highlighting the importance of continuing to 
encourage both first-time and repeat visits from this 
market. 

* Base size less than 50

Market

Proportion 
of repeat 
visitors

Average 
number of 

visits in past 
10 years

Average 
Spend 

per visit 
2015 (£)

Ten year 
value (£)

Qatar* 95% 12 £2,519 £30,137
Kuwait 88% 9.5 £2,757 £26,253
South Africa* 83% 7 £1,174 £8,249

Nigeria 82% 9.5 £1,234 £11,687
Saudi Arabia 80% 8.5 £3,351 £28,472
Israel 78% 6.2 £781 £4,845
United Arab 
Emirates 76% 7.7 £2,405 £18,593
Turkey* 74% 7.1 £745 £5,317
Australia 62% 4.5 £1,076 £4,841
Thailand* 57% 5.1 £1,954 £9,952

New Zealand 56% 4.1 £880 £3,596
Hong Kong 53% 3.9 £1,188 £4,620
Malaysia 50% 5 £946 £4,749
Japan 50% 3.3 £958 £3,144
Singapore 46% 3.6 £1,457 £5,253
Taiwan* 34% 2 £810 £1,584
India 33% 3.3 £487 £1,602
China 29% 3.1 £1,698 £5,235
South Korea 22% 1.8 £366 £670
AVERAGE 
ROW 60% 5.7 £1,270 £7,207
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by spend per market

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Holiday visits excluding UK nationals (expats) n=14,787

Market
Qatar

Average number 
of visits in last 10 
years

12

Average Spend 
per visit

£2,519

Irish Republic
Kuwait

11.3
9.5

£361
£2,757

Nigeria
Saudi Arabia

9.5
8.5

£1,234
£3,351

Malta 8.1 £603
Belgium
United Arab 

8 £353

Emirates 7.7 £2,405
Turkey
South Africa

7.1
7

£745
£1,174

Norway
Netherlands

7
6.9

£602
£429

Greece 6.7 £517
Switzerland 6.7 £708
Finland 6.6 £572
Sweden 6.3 £522
Iceland 6.3 £577
Denmark 6.2 £505
Israel 6.2 £781
Germany
Thailand

5.1
5.1

£485
£1,954

France 5 £327
Malaysia 5 £946

Market

Average number 
of visits in last 
10 years

Average Spend 
per visit

Russia 4.9 £879
Spain 4.6 £464
Italy 4.5 £477
Canada 4.5 £811
Australia 4.5 £1,076
Austria 4.3 £667
USA 4.2 £861
New Zealand 4.1 £880
Portugal 3.9 £396
Hong Kong 3.9 £1,188
Romania 3.7 £520
Singapore 3.6 £1,457
Poland 3.6 £328
Slovakia 3.4 £656

Czech Republic 3.3 £344
India 3.3 £487
Japan 3.3 £958
China 3.1 £1,698
Brazil 2.6 £633
Mexico 2.3 £484
Taiwan 2 £810
South Korea 1.8 £366
Argentina 1.6 £679
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Average visits and visits by spend per market

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Holiday visits excluding UK nationals (expats) n=14,787

The Gulf provides Britain with several high 
spending markets (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar 
and UAE). These markets are also interesting 
because they have a high frequency of repeat 
visits as well. Whilst these markets are valuable 
in terms of spend and frequency, the volume of 
visits is a lot lower, so increasing visitor numbers 
would be valuable in these markets.
Our largest markets for visits are Germany, 
France, the USA, Spain and Italy. Whilst providing 
a large volume of visitors to Britain, they have just 
a medium average visit frequency. The USA is 
higher spending than Germany and France, 
though with a lower frequency of visit.
We have several close proximity markets with a 
high frequency of travel to Britain; Irish Republic, 
Belgium and Netherlands. Whilst these markets 
are visiting Britain frequently, the have a lower 
volume, which is influenced by smaller 
populations than some of our bigger markets 
such as France and Germany. These markets are 
all fairly low spend when compared to the USA or 
Gulf markets for example.

Low frequency 
Low volume  
High spend

China
Singapore
Hong Kong

Higher frequency
Low volume
High spend

Qatar
Kuwait

Saudi Arabia
United Arab Emirates

Mid frequency
High volume

Low – mid spend

USA
Spain

Italy
Germany

France

Higher frequency
Mid volume
Low spend

Irish Republic
Belgium

Netherlands
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Repeat visits by UK region
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UK regional repeat visits
Holiday visits

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Holiday visits to one destination only excluding UK nationals (expats) 2015: London n=8,368, Rest of 
England n=2,938, Scotland n=1,076, Wales n=196. 2009: London n=8,372, Rest of England n= 2,505, Scotland 
n=944, Wales n= 171

Here we look at the spread of first time and repeat 
visitors to Britain’s nations and regions. This analysis 
looks at where visitors stay overnight, among those 
visiting one region only.
In 2015, Scotland had the lowest proportion of repeat 
holiday visits (56%) of British regions, which has 
decreased since 2009 when this question was last asked.
This suggests that holiday trippers are increasingly more 
likely to choose Scotland for a first-trip to Britain than 
previously. 9% of first-time visits were to Scotland.
The proportion of repeat visitors amongst those staying i
London has increased from 58% to 62%, indicating that 
it is becoming a destination to be included on subsequent
trips to Britain as well as first-time trips. 67% of visits to 
the Rest of England were repeat UK visits, and 79% of 
visits to Wales. This is consistent with the idea that these
areas are more likely to be visited on subsequent trips to 
Britain. 21% of Repeat visits included Rest of England, 
whilst only 18% of First-time visits. This reinforces the 
notion that visitors are more likely to take a look beyond 
London on subsequent visits to Britain, but that Scotland 
is also a growing destination in its own right.

 

n 

 

 

% of First-time and Repeat visits by region

2015

38

33

44

21

62

67

56

79

London

Rest of England

Scotland

Wales

2009

42

36

31

32

58

64

69

68

Region visited by First-time and Repeat holiday 
visits

71%

18%

9%

1%

70%

21%

7%

1%

London

Rest of
England

Scotland

Wales

First-time

Repeat
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Multiple region visits by market
Holiday visits

Source: International Passenger Survey 2015
Base: Holiday visits excluding UK nationals (expats) n=14,787

On average, those on a repeat holiday visit to the UK in 2015 were on par with first-time visitors when staying in 
multiple regions of the UK, although this varies by market. Half of repeat visitors from New Zealand visited more than 
one region on their holiday in 2015, compared to just 29% of first-time visitors. Repeat visitors from Australia, Canada, 
the USA, Japan and Germany are also more likely to visit multiple regions than first-time visitors.

13%
7%

3% 7%
11%

18%

7% 10%
4% 6% 5%

14% 12%

23%
19%

30%

48%

18%

11%

29%

45%

9%

17%13%
13% 8% 7%

17%
9% 7% 14%

2% 7% 6% 10% 11%

28% 21%

36%

45%

13%17%

50%

24%

8%
7%

% who stayed in more than one region on their trip

First-time
Repeat
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Appendix
It is possible to find more detail about all of VisitBritain’s priority markets, including the latest 
quarterly data from the International Passenger Survey, by exploring the Insights & Statistics 
pages of our website.  

In addition to being able to manipulate data through a series of visualisations our Market and 
Trade Profiles provide a comprehensive summary of each market including trends, attitudes 
and characteristics.  

The data source for all charts and tables is the International Passenger Survey, conducted 
by the Office for National Statistics.

The icons are all designed by Freepik and distributed by Flaticon.

https://www.visitbritain.org/latest-quarterly-data-uk-overall
https://www.visitbritain.org/inbound-research-insights
https://www.visitbritain.org/markets-segments


Methodology
When working out the average number of visits for this report 1 visit was added to the number reported by the visitor to 
account for the visit when they were interviewed. Therefore visitors who indicated they had previously visited the UK 21 
times or more are treated as having visited 22 times in the past 10 years. The previous version of this report excluded 
these respondents (those who indicated they had visited 21 or more times) when calculating averages. As a result the 
average number of visits reported in this report are generally higher than previously reported. Data in this report should 
be used, ahead of the data presented in the old report. Averages exclude UK nationals.

Have you ever visited the UK before this visit?
• Yes
• No

If Yes:
What was/were the main reason(s) for your previous visits to the UK?
• Holiday
• Business
• Visiting friends and/or relatives
• Study
• Medical Treatment
• Lived in Britain for a year or longer
• Other

Before this visit, how many times have you visited the UK in the past 10 years?
• Tick box if 21 or more visits:
• Code number if up to and including 20 visits: 27



28

Distribution of visit frequency – last 10 years
Number 
of visits 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Holiday 39% 9% 11% 8% 6% 5% 3% 1% 1% 0% 4% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 10%

Business 9% 4% 5% 4% 4% 5% 3% 1% 1% 0% 7% 0% 1% 0% 0% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 51%

VFR 16% 7% 10% 8% 7% 7% 4% 2% 2% 0% 7% 0% 1% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 24%

Number 
of visits 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Europe 21% 6% 8% 7% 5% 6% 3% 1% 1% 0% 6% 0% 1% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 30%

America 34% 10% 10% 8% 6% 5% 3% 1% 1% 0% 5% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 13%

Rest of 
World 23% 7% 9% 7% 5% 6% 3% 1% 1% 0% 6% 0% 1% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 27%

These tables show the spread of visits by journey purpose and world region (Europe/America/Rest of World). 
With the exception of business visits, the majority of all of the categories indicated they visited the UK up to 7 times 
in the last 10 years.  For business visits just 34% said they had visited up to 7 times.
Of note on these tables are the relatively higher proportions who have visited 22 times in the last 10 years. This is 
can be seen across all categories  – but particularly so amongst the business visitors where half indicated they had 
previously visited 22 times in the last 10 years.
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